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To fight android assassins, a young woman channels her father’s heroism—and faces a troubled
past—in this “enjoyable, fast-moving, off-planet adventure” (SFSite).In the twenty-fifth century,
under the leadership of the League of Peoples, war and crime are things of the past and life is
held sacred. That is, as long as you are healthy and beautiful. But those who are deformed or
flawed, or who appear to be misfits in any way, are destined—or is “doomed” a better word?—to
become Explorers, crews assigned to probe worlds so hostile, the chances of returning are
somewhere between slim and none.In Vigilant, the third volume of the League of Peoples series,
a deadly plague has struck planet Demoth, wiping out millions of the winged Ooloms. Humans,
however, were left completely untouched. But before the Oolom population was utterly
devastated, Dr. Henry Smallwood found a cure. He lived as a hero for only a year before dying in
a mining accident. Having grown up without a father, Dr. Smallwood’s daughter Faye attempts to
escape her troubled past by joining the Vigil, a planetary organization that monitors the
government. But on her first assignment, things go terribly awry and she and her team are
targeted by android assassins. Uncovering a conspiracy that threatens the fate of Demoth, Faye
turns to the only person she can trust—Festina Ramos.

From Library JournalFaye Smallwood, a new member of the universal monitoring agency known
as the Vigil, becomes a target for assassination as part of a conspiracy to conceal a secret
source of technology located on her homeworld. The latest novel by the author of Commitment
Hour (LJ 3/15/98) features a quick-witted heroine whose self-deprecating narrative lends a
personal touch to this blend of mystery and high-tech thriller. For most sf collections.Copyright
1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the Back CoverTwo species lived in peaceful coexistence on the planet Demoth
until a deadly plague wiped out millions of the winged Ooloms while leaving humans untouched,
helpless to do more than ease the suffering of their alien friends and neighbors. Faye Smallwood
saw the horror firsthand, caring for the plague victims in her father's hospital. She was there
when he discovered the cure that made him famous. She was also there when a freak accident
killed him.Desperate to escape her past, Faye joins the Vigil, a band of fiercely independent
monitors charged with rooting out government corruption. To help in this struggle, her mind is
linked to the powerful datasphere that regulates the planet ... and suddenly, she receives a
cryptic vision promising peace and healing. But instead, Fay becomes the target for unknown
assassins in a sinister conspiracy that threatens to unleash a new and more deadly outbreak.--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJames Alan Gardner (born
January 10, 1955) is a Canadian science fiction author.Raised in Simcoe and Bradford, Ontario,
he earned bachelor's and master's degrees in applied mathematics from the University of



Waterloo.Gardner has published science fiction short stories in a range of periodicals, including
The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction and . In 1989, his short story "The Children of
Creche" was awarded the Grand Prize in the contest. Two years later his story "Muffin Explains
Teleology to the World at Large" won a ; another story, "Three Hearings on the Existence of
Snakes in the Human Bloodstream," won an Aurora and was nominated for both the and .He
has written a number of novels in a "" universe in which murderers are defined as "dangerous
non-sentients" and are killed if they try to leave their solar system by aliens who are so advanced
that they think of humans like humans think of bacteria. This precludes the possibility of
interstellar wars.He has also explored themes of gender in his novels, including in which people
change sex every year, and in which group marriages are traditional.Gardner is also an
educator and technical writer. His book Learning UNIX is used as a textbook in some Canadian
universities.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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“Full of fast action, interplanetary intrigue, appealing characters, and a fascinating new take on
the idea of the sentient spaceship.”—Sharon Shinn, national bestselling author of Archangel“S.
K. Dunstall’s new series is fascinating and fun: rich with that sense of wonder that makes SF
delightful.”—Patricia Briggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dead HeatBETWEEN
THE LINESHe sang as he worked. The deep, sonorous songs of the void—line nine. The chatter
of the mechanics—lines two and three. The fast, rhythmic on-off state of the gravity controller—
line four. And the heavy strength of the Bose engines that powered it through the void—line six.
He didn’t sing line one. That was the crew line, and this wasn’t a happy ship.“I’ve never heard of
a linesman who sang before,” said the crewman who brought him his third meal.Neither had Ean.
But then, most linesmen would never have described the lines as song either. He’d tried to
explain it once, to his trainers.“It’s like the lines are out of tune but they don’t know how to fix
themselves. Sometimes they don’t even realize they are out of tune. To fix them I sing the right
note, and they try to match it, and we keep trying until we match.”His trainers had looked at each
other as if wondering what they had gotten themselves into. Or maybe wondering if Ean was
sane.An imprint of Penguin Random House LLC375 Hudson Street, New York, New York
10014LINESMANAn Ace Book / published by arrangement with the authorsCopyright © 2015
by S. K. Dunstall.Penguin supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse
voices, promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized
edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or
distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing
Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.ACE and the “A” design are trademarks of
Penguin Random House LLC.For more information, visit penguin.com.PUBLISHING
HISTORYAce mass-market edition / July 2015Cover art by Bruce Jensen.Cover design by Diana
Kolsky.This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product
of the authors’ imaginations or are used fictitiously, and any resemblance to actual persons,
living or dead, business establishments, events, or locales is entirely
coincidental.Version_1ACKNOWLEDGMENTSBooks like Linesman aren’t produced by a single
person—or even, in our case, by two people. A lot of people helped us turn this story into
something we’re proud of. Thanks to all of you.Special thanks in particular to our überagent,
Caitlin Blasdell, who took what we thought was a good story and helped us turn it into a much
better one. To our editor, Anne Sowards, who helped us turn our better story into an even better
one still. To copy editor Sara Schwager, who added all those serial commas in for us. (We’ll do
better next time, we promise.) To Bruce Jensen for the superb cover. Absolutely love it.Thanks to
our mother, who sat through so many dinner readings with us. You laughed in all the right places,
loved the good guys, hated the bad guys, and generally made us feel we had a real story
here.It’s scary sending your book out into the world to be read as a real book for the first time.
Thanks, Dawn, for arranging it and for support in general. Thanks, Arthur, for reading it and for
the feedback.CONTENTSPRAISE FOR LINESMANTITLE
PAGECOPYRIGHTACKNOWLEDGMENTSLINESMEN’S GUILD—LIST OF LINES AND THEIR



PURPOSESCHAPTER ONECHAPTER TWOCHAPTER THREECHAPTER FOURCHAPTER
FIVECHAPTER SIXCHAPTER SEVENCHAPTER EIGHTCHAPTER NINECHAPTER
TENCHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER THIRTEENCHAPTER
FOURTEENCHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER SEVENTEENCHAPTER
EIGHTEENCHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER TWENTY-ONECHAPTER
TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-
FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-
EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-NINECHAPTER THIRTYCHAPTER THIRTY-ONECHAPTER
THIRTY-TWOCHAPTER THIRTY-THREECHAPTER THIRTY-FOURCHAPTER THIRTY-
FIVECHAPTER THIRTY-SIXCHAPTER THIRTY-SEVENCHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHTCHAPTER
THIRTY-NINECHAPTER FORTYCHAPTER FORTY-ONECHAPTER FORTY-TWOLINESMEN’S
GUILD—LIST OF LINES AND THEIR PURPOSESLINEREPRESENTS1Crew2Small mechanics
1—air circulation, heating, cooling, power. Overall comfort and running of a ship.3Small
mechanics 2—tools. Interact individually with other lines for repair, maintenance,
management.4Gravity5Communications6Bose engines (engines with the capacity to take a ship
through the void)7Unknown8Unknown9Takes ship into the void10Moves ship to a different
location in space while in the voidONEEAN LAMBERTTHE SHIP WAS in bad shape. It was a
miracle it had come through the void at all, let alone come through in one piece. Ean patted the
chassis that housed the lines. “You did good, girl,” he whispered. “I know that, even if no one else
does.”It seemed to him that the ship responded to his touch, or maybe to the feel of his brain
syncing with hers.The crewman who showed him the lines was nervous but polite. “We’ve waited
two months for this work,” he said. “Glad they’ve finally brought someone back.” He hesitated,
then asked the inevitable question in a rush. “So what’s it like? The confluence?”Ean considered
lying but decided on the truth. “Don’t know. I haven’t been out there.”“Oh. But I thought—”So did
everyone else. “Someone has to service the higher lines,” Ean said.“Oh. Of course.” But the
crewman wasn’t as awed by him after that and left abruptly once he had shown him the
lines.Ean supposed he should be used to it by now. But everyone knew the “real” tens—and the
nines—were out at the confluence, trying to work out what the immense circle of power was and
how it worked. Not that anyone seemed to have come up with an answer yet—and they’d had six
months to investigate it.When the confluence had first been discovered, the media had been full
of speculation about what it was. Some said it was a ball of matter that exuded energy on the
same wavelength as that of the lines, while others said it was a piece of void space intruding into
real space. Some even said it was the original source of the lines.Six months later, with the
Alliance and Gate Union/Redmond on the brink of war, media speculation had changed. It was a
weapon designed by the Alliance to destroy all linesmen. It was a weapon designed by Gate
Union, in conjunction with the linesmen, to destroy the Alliance. New speculation said it was an
experiment of Redmond’s gone wrong. They were known to experiment with the lines.Ean had
no idea what it was, but he was sure he could find out—if only Rigel would send him out to the
confluence to work, like the other nines and tens.He was a ten, Ean reminded himself. Certified



by the Grand Master himself. As good as any other ten. He sighed and turned to his job.He
worked forty hours straight, stopping only for the meals the crew brought him at four-hour
intervals, immersed in the fields, straightening the tangled lines. Creating his own line of the
same frequency, calling the fragments into his line, much like a weak magnet might draw iron
filings. It was delicate work, and he had to concentrate. He was glad of that. He had no time to
think about how he was the only ten left in the cartels available to do work like this because all
the other cartel masters had sent their nines and tens out to the confluence.He sang as he
worked. The deep, sonorous songs of the void—line nine. The chatter of the mechanics—lines
two and three. The fast, rhythmic on-off state of the gravity controller—line four. And the heavy
strength of the Bose engines that powered it through the void—line six. He didn’t sing line one.
That was the crew line, and this wasn’t a happy ship.“I’ve never heard of a linesman who sang
before,” said the crewman who brought him his third meal.Neither had Ean. But then, most
linesmen would never have described the lines as song either. He’d tried to explain it once, to his
trainers.“It’s like the lines are out of tune but they don’t know how to fix themselves. Sometimes
they don’t even realize they are out of tune. To fix them I sing the right note, and they try to match
it, and we keep trying until we match.”His trainers had looked at each other as if wondering what
they had gotten themselves into. Or maybe wondering if Ean was sane.“It’s because you taught
yourself for so long,” one particularly antagonistic trainer had told him. “Lines are energy, pure
and simple. You manipulate that energy with your mind. You need to get that music nonsense out
of your head,” and he’d muttered to another trainer about how desperate the cartel master was to
be bringing slum dogs into the system.Ean had never mentioned the music again. Or the fact
that lines had to be more than just energy. As for the thought that lines might have emotions,
he’d never mentioned that idea at all. He’d known instinctively that idea wouldn’t go down well.
The trainers would probably have refused to train him.His throat was raw. He drank the tea
provided in one grateful gulp. “Do you think I could get some more tea?”“At the rate you drank
that one, you’re going to need it.” The crewman went off.Ean went back to his work.By the time
he was done, the lines were straight and glowing. Except line one, which was straight but not
glowing, but you couldn’t change a bad crew.He patted the ship’s control chassis one final time.
“All better now.” His old trainers would have said he was crazy to imagine that the ship
responded with a yes.He didn’t realize how tired he was until he tried to stand up after he’d
finished and fell flat on his face.“Linesman’s down,” someone shouted, and five people came
running. Even the ship hummed a note of concern. Or did he imagine that?“I’m fine.” His voice
was a thread. “Just tired. I need a drink.”They took that literally and came back with some rim
whiskey that burned as it went down.It went straight to his head. His body, so long attuned to the
ship, seemed to vibrate on each of the ten ship lines, which he could still feel. This time when he
stood up, it was the alcohol that made him unsteady on his feet.“I’m fine,” he said, waving away
another drink. “Ship’s fine, too,” slurring his words. He gave the chassis one last pat, then
weaved his way down the corridor to the shuttle bays.Of the quick muttered discussion behind
him, all he heard was, “Typical linesman.”The music of the ship vibrated in him long after the



shuttle had pulled away.• • •BACK on planet, they had to wait for a dock.“Some VIP visiting,”
the pilot said. “They’ve been hogging the landing bays all shift.”The commercial centers on
Ashery were on the southern continent. There was little here in the north to attract VIPs. Ean
couldn’t imagine what one would even come here for. Maybe it was a VIP with a cause, come to
demand the closure of the Big North—an open-cut mine that was at last report 3,000 kilometers
long, 750 kilometers wide, and 3 kilometers deep. Every ten years or so, a protest group tried to
close it down.Ean didn’t mind. He sat in the comfortable seat behind the pilot and dozed, too
tired to stay awake and enjoy the luxury of a shuttle he’d probably never see the likes of again.
He’d bet Rigel hadn’t ordered this shuttle. He fell properly asleep to sound of the autobot offering
him his choice of aged Grenache or distilled Yaolin whiskey. Or maybe a chilled Lancian wine?
He woke to the pilot yelling into the comms.“You can’t send us to the secondary yards. I’ve a
level-ten linesman on board, for goodness’ sake.”Ean heard the reply as the song of line five—
the comms line—rather than the voice that came out of the speakers.That was another thing his
trainers had said was impossible. He might as well have claimed the electricity that powered the
ship was communicating with him. But humans were energy, too, when you got down to the
atomic level. If humans could communicate, why couldn’t the lines?“I don’t mind the secondary
yards,” Ean said. It would cut two kilometers off his trip home.The pilot didn’t listen.“Level ten I
said,” and five minutes later, they landed, taxiing up to the northernmost of the primary bays,
which was also the farthest from where Ean needed to go,Ean collected his kit, which he hadn’t
used, thanked the pilot, and stepped out of the shuttle into more activity than he’d seen in the
whole ten years he’d been on Ashery.The landing staff didn’t notice him. Despite the fact he was
wearing a cartel uniform. Despite the ten bars across the top of his pocket. They knew him as
one of Rigel’s and looked past him and waited for a “real” linesman to come out behind him.Ean
sighed and placed his bag on the scanner. He was a ten. Certified by the Grand Master himself.
He was as good as the other tens.He’d been through customs so often in the past six months,
he knew all the staff by first name. Today it was Kimi, who waved him through without even
checking him.God, but he was tired. He was going to sleep for a week. He thought about walking
to the cartel house—which was what he normally did—but it was four kilometers from the
primary landing site, and he wasn’t sure he would make it.Unfortunately, it was still a kilometer to
the nearest public cart. A pity the pilot hadn’t landed them in the secondary field, where the cart
tracks ran right past the entrance.The landing hall was full of well-dressed people with piles of
luggage: all trying to get the attention of staff; all of them ignoring the polished monkwood floor,
harder than the hardest stone; all of them ignoring the ten-story sculpture of the first settlers for
which the spaceport was famous. At least the luxury shops along the concourse were doing
booming business.Ean accidentally staggered into one of the well-dressed people. Rigel would
probably fine him for bumping into a VIP. The man turned, ready to blast him, saw the bars on his
shirt, and apologized instead.These weren’t VIPs at all, just their staff.Ean waved away the
man’s apology and continued weaving his way through the crowd. It seemed ages before the
lush opulence of the primary landing halls gave way to the metal gray walls he was used to and



another age before he was finally in the queue for the carts.It was a relief to get into the cart.Two
young apprentices got on at the next stop. Rigel’s people, of course. Who else would catch the
cart this way? Their uniforms were new and freshly starched. They looked with trepidation at his
sweat-stained greens and silently counted the bars on his shirt, after which they pressed farther
back into their seats.He’d been in their place once.Four gaudily dressed linesmen got on at the
stop after that. They were all sevens. Excepting himself, they were the highest-ranking linesmen
Rigel owned. For a moment, Ean resented that they could take time off when he never seemed
to do anything but work.But that was the whole point of Rigel’s keeping him here, wasn’t it.
Rigel’s cartel may have had the lowest standing, and Rigel’s business ethics were sometimes
dubious, but he was raking in big credits now. The other cartel masters had sent their nines and
tens out to the confluence. Rigel, who only had one ten—Ean—had kept him back and could
now ask any price he wanted of the shipmasters who needed the services of a top-grade
linesman.“Phwawh,” one of the new arrivals said. “You stink, Ean.”“Working.” Ean’s voice was still
just a thread.“Rigel’s going to have words.”“Let him.” He’d probably dock his pay, too, but Ean
didn’t care.“And you’ve been drinking.”Ean just closed his eyes.Cartel Master Rigel was big on
appearances. His linesmen might have been ordinary, but they were always impeccably turned
out, extremely well-spoken, and could comport themselves with heads of government and
business. For a boy from the slums of Lancia, those standards were important.The conversation
washed over him. First, what they’d done on their night out; later it turned to the lines.
Conversation always turned to the lines eventually when linesmen were talking.“I went in to fix
line five at Bickleigh Company,” one of them said now.Everyone groaned.Kaelea, one of the
other sevens, said, “I don’t know why they don’t get their own five under contract. We’re in there
so often, it would cost around the same.”“They tried that. Twice. The second time they even got a
five from Sandhurst.”Sandhurst was the biggest line cartel. Over the past ten years, they had
aggressively purchased the contracts of other high-level linesmen until now they had a third of
all the nines and tens. Ean occasionally fantasized that one day the Sandhurst cartel master
would see his work and offer Rigel a huge amount for his contract, too.As if that was ever going
to happen.“I’ve been in there three times,” Kaelea said. “You push and you push, and just when
you think you have it right, it pops out of true again.”Sometimes Ean thought they were talking a
different language to him. They used words like push and force when they spoke about moving
the lines into place. He’d never pushed a line in his life. He wouldn’t know how to.His trainers had
talked in terms of pushing and pulling, too.“Push with your mind,” the particularly antagonistic
one had told him. “You do have a mind, don’t you?” and he’d muttered to the other trainer that it
was doubtful.The first six months of his apprenticeship, Ean had wondered if he’d ever become
a linesman. Until he’d learned that when they told him to push, they actually meant they wanted
the line straight. He could sing the lines straight.“It’s probably a manifestation of your being self-
taught,” the not-so-antagonistic trainer had told him. “You push as you sing, and that bad habit is
so entrenched now, you can’t do it without singing.”Ean had never been able to break the
habit.He could feel the two apprentices in the corner listening as the linesmen talked. One of



them was strong on line five, the other on line eight. Rigel didn’t normally get anyone above a
seven. Ean opened his eyes, but he couldn’t see which one it was.The trainers had told him you
couldn’t tell what line a linesman would be without testing, but sometimes Ean could hear the
lines in them. The trainers had told him it was because he’d learned bad habits by not being
trained in childhood, and that of course he could tell what someone was because he’d already
seen the number of bars they wore. Ean didn’t care. He would bet that Rigel had just got himself
an eight. How long he would keep him—or her—was another question altogether. A higher cartel
would poach him.The conversation turned to the confluence. One of the sevens—Kaelea—had
been out there to service the Bose engines, “Because the nines and tens couldn’t do it, of
course. They’re too busy,” and Ean hadn’t needed his eyes open to see the roll of eyes that
accompanied that. “It’s . . . I don’t know. It’s huge, and it’s . . . you can feel the lines, but you don’t
know what they are, and—”He could hear the awe in her voice. But he couldn’t tell what the lines
were. Sometimes he could pick the level from the linesman’s voice when they talked about the
line. He hadn’t mentioned that particular talent to the trainers either. They wouldn’t have believed
him, or they would have said it was another bad-training defect.Kaelea had said “lines” rather
than “line,” which meant there was more than one line out there. What would have multiple lines
anyway? A ship? A station? As Ean had pointed out to Rigel, he was good at picking lines. He’d
at least be able to say if there were lots of different lines or just a few.He’d like a chance to prove
that he could find out, anyway.“We make more money hiring you out while the rest of the tens are
busy trying to work that out,” Rigel had said.That was true. Ean was busier than he’d ever been,
and Rigel smiled more broadly every time he sent Ean out on a job.Ean dozed after that.One of
the linesmen touched his arm. He blinked blearily, trying to focus.“Are you okay?”It was
Kaelea.He realized the cart had stopped, and everyone else was out.“Come on, Kaelea,” one of
the other gaudily dressed people said.“I don’t think he’s well.”“Leave him, or you’ll be fined,
too.”“I’m okay,” Ean said. “Just really, really tired.” He wasn’t sure she heard him. Next time, he’d
take more care of his voice.He struggled to sit up and almost fell getting out of the cart.“I’ll help
you,” Kaelea said, waving off his protests, and led him up to the house. “My room is closer,” and
by now he was staggering too much to care. God but he was tired.She pushed him down onto
the bed and started to pull off his sweat-stained shirt. “I don’t think Rigel saw you,” she said. “You
may not get a fine.”He tried to protest, but closed his eyes instead and was instantly asleep.• •
•EAN woke, naked and sprawled out on the bed and couldn’t remember how he’d come to be
that way.For a moment, he couldn’t work out what had woken him either.“He’s a ten, you say?”
The clipped vowels of the Lancastrian noblewoman made him think he was back home in the
slums of Lancia.He struggled awake fast. That was one nightmare he didn’t want to return
to.“Definitely a ten.” The oily tones of Rigel, Ean’s cartel master, reassured him on that much at
least. He was years past the grottoes of Lancia. “Certified by the Grand Master himself.” Then his
voice rose and cracked. “You can’t be going to—”It was all the warning Ean had before the
disruptor beam slammed into his mind and ten lines of song came together in a discordant
cacophony. His brain almost burst with the noise. He didn’t even think. He turned the lines so



they flowed back in on themselves down the line, back to the disruptor. The weapon
disintegrated in a flash of heat and flame. He was only sorry to see that the Lancastrian lady had
thrown it down before it had disintegrated. He would have liked to have burned off the hand.A
disruptor was a one-use weapon, made with a full set of lines, created especially to destroy
other lines. Ean had heard they cost as much as a small shuttle. Who could afford one, let alone
use it? Who would even think to use such a monstrous thing against humans?“He is a ten,” the
noblewoman agreed. She sounded almost surprised.“Of course he is.” Rigel was white.Ean was
pretty white himself. A disruptor would have killed anyone less than a ten, could even have killed
him if he’d been a fraction slower.“I’ve dealt with you before, Rigel,” the noblewoman said. “Last
time you sold me a five as a six.”Rigel did that occasionally, when he thought he could get away
with it, and most people knew a Lancastrian wouldn’t be able to tell the difference.“I . . . Surely
not.” Rigel was back to his oily, obsequious best. He thought he was back in control.Ean knew
better. Lancastrian nobles may not know their line ratings, but they definitely knew revenge. He
pulled on his pants and a pair of boots. He was in Kaelea’s room. He didn’t remember what had
happened after they’d arrived. “So did you really want a ten, or just to teach Rigel a lesson?”He
was glad the gutter slum was gone from his accent. He spoke Standard now, could have come
from anywhere in the Conglomerate. His voice, still hoarse, was better than it had been when
he’d gone to sleep.The noblewoman glanced at him and Ean saw for the first time the distinctive
blue eyes of the Lyan clan. He forced himself to not wipe his suddenly damp palms down the
side of his trousers. This wasn’t just any clan. This was royalty.The woman was smiling, actually
smiling, at a slum creature like him. She wouldn’t do that if she knew what stood in front of her.“I
did want a ten, but I wasn’t planning on getting one from here,” she admitted.Rigel didn’t get it,
not at first. He opened his mouth and closed it again. “But he’s a ten,” he whispered, finally.“If I’d
died, I wouldn’t have been, would I,” Ean said. He understood Lancastrian revenge.“But I would
have offered her at least a nine.” Not that Rigel had any nines.Both Lancastrians
shrugged.“When I ask for a six, I expect a six,” the Lancastrian noble said.“But—” Rigel couldn’t
seem to stop the fish imitation.Ean gathered up the rest of his clothes. “You obviously don’t need
me.” He could see Kaelea hovering in the passage. “I’ll leave you to it then,” and made for the
door.“Hold,” said the Lancastrian noblewoman. “I’ll take him,” she said to Rigel.Rigel smiled his
oily smile.“Less the cost of the six I purchased.”The smile stopped, fixed. Then Rigel bobbed his
head suddenly. “Of course, my Lady Lyan.”Lady Lyan. Only three women could call themselves
Lady Lyan, and Ean bet this woman wasn’t one of them. Any true daughter of the Lancastrian
emperor would be tied up so tightly in protocol and security guards, she wouldn’t be able to
move. So who was this imposter? She must be one of the illegitimate children. There were
rumors they were plentiful. Not that Ean cared, he supposed, but he hoped they would never
come across true Lancastrian royalty or soldiers while he was working for the imposter. They
were likely to all be killed.“And I want the contract,” Lady Lyan said.The color faded again from
Rigel’s face. “But—” Ean could almost read his thoughts. No matter what Rigel said, Ean brought
in 90 percent of the money right now. “Well, obviously that will cost more,” Rigel said eventually.“I



don’t like being cheated,” Lady Lyan said. “I don’t like my staff’s dying because I give them tasks
they can’t do. Take the money and be glad I didn’t destroy your whole cartel as I planned
to.”Rigel made one more token protest, but Ean knew he’d already lost. The Lancastrian had
done her homework. She knew how much it would hurt Rigel to lose his only ten, whether by
death or by contract conversion. That was what she had come in today to do, and they all knew
it. Ean was just grateful to be alive.Even so, he was surprised Rigel didn’t protest more.Lady
Lyan beckoned to Kaelea, still hovering in the hall. “Witness.”Kaelea looked as if she would turn
and run, but Rigel beckoned frantically, too.The exchange of contract took less than a minute.
They all witnessed, then it was over.If Ean was lucky, the Lancastrian noble would on-sell his
contract today. Then, finally, maybe, he could get out into the confluence with all the other nines
and tens. He didn’t want to think about the alternative—stuck working for a Lancastrian. He’d
sworn he would never have anything to do with Lancia again.• • •THEY left immediately,
without giving Ean time to pack.“Send his things on,” Lady Lyan ordered Rigel. She looked at the
shirt Ean now had time to pull on. “Except the uniforms.”The thought of Rigel’s pawing through
his possessions gave Ean the creeps. He was unlikely to get anything sent through. He
considered demanding time to get his things, but he hadn’t collected much in the ten years he’d
been with the cartel, and anything of value was already programmed into his comms, which was
in his pocket. Better to save his fights for important things, he decided.His new owner had a
private cart waiting. Not owner, Ean reminded himself. Employer. This woman might own the
contract, but she was still obligated to pay him. And if she didn’t—for who could trust a rich
Lancastrian to abide by their contract if they could get out of it—then he could go to the cartel
Grand Master for breach of contract. His contract stipulated minimum amounts, plus bonuses,
and how frequently he was to be paid. He thought about the contract as they waited for the cart.
It wasn’t good pay.His new owner—employer—must have been thinking similar thoughts. “Does
Rigel pay everyone so badly?”Only those desperate enough to indenture themselves into a
twenty-year contract. Ean shrugged. A Lancastrian like her wouldn’t understand how badly he’d
wanted to become a linesman.“You’ve been with him a long time.”Ten years two tendays ago.
Ean had spent it repairing a military ship, the GU Burnley. He’d only realized the date because
the captain of the Burnley had told him the ship was ten years old, too. Ean shrugged again. “You
know what it’s like when you’re a kid and desperate to learn the craft.” Not that he’d been as
young as most. “Sometimes you’ll do anything.”“With age comes wisdom, eh.” His companion
laughed. “I can relate to that. I’m Michelle by the way.”Which didn’t help identify which Lyan she
was, illegitimate or not, because every member of the Lyan household took a form of Michel as
one of their given names. Still, it was clever. She had every right to use it although most of them
would not have dared. This woman had guts, identifying herself the way she did.“Ean Lambert,”
Ean said.• • •SURPRISINGLY, they made for the docks rather than the hotels, where the
private cart avoided the landing hall altogether and went straight to a shuttle out on the edge of
the field.The name stenciled on the side of the shuttle was LANCASTRIAN PRINCESS—
SHUTTLE 1. Ean shook his head at the bare-faced effrontery.They took off without having to go



through customs.In the confined enclosures of the cabin, Michelle leaned back with a sigh and
closed her eyes. Ean used the time to study his new employer.She was classically beautiful, with
the heart-shaped face and high cheekbones typical of the women of the Lancastrian royal family.
Rumor said they had paid a fortune to geneticists over the last two hundred years to develop
those looks. Her lashes were long and black, curled over clear, unblemished, cream skin. The
geneticists had definitely earned their money in this case. Except for the hair, perhaps, which
was the royal family black, but Ean could see a slight wave instead of the expected regulation
straight. Nor the deeper-than-expected dimples in her cheeks, particularly the right one. The
emperor definitely wouldn’t have liked that. Still, if Michelle was illegitimate, the geneticists
wouldn’t have been involved this generation, would they. Maybe some imperfections had crept
in.Ean smiled to himself, but it was a grim smile. Ten years ago, there was no way he could have
studied even an illegitimate child of his regent this close. Michelle—and of course he would
never have dreamed of calling her Michelle either—might own the contract, but there was no
way Ean was going back to what he had been.“What’s so amusing?” Michelle had opened her
eyes—so very blue—and was watching him.Ean met the blue gaze. “Will you on-sell the
contract?”“I don’t know.” Michelle sat up as the bell chimed for landing. “We do need a ten.”So
was there a job? And was it at the confluence? Ean hoped it was.On-screen they could see their
destination. A large freighter. Ean didn’t recognize the model—it looked custom-built—but until
six months ago, he had only worked on one- and two-man freighters and second-class company
ships. Ships like this one in front of him were for the likes of House of Sandhurst or House of
Rickenback.The name painted three stories high on the side was LANCASTRIAN PRINCESS.
The bay door they headed for had an enormous “1” stenciled on it.The door in the freighter
ahead irised open to let them in. The shuttle docked. The door closed behind them. This was
definitely a private shuttle, and this was its regular docking pad.Ean silently followed Michelle out
into the ship proper.The interior was luxurious. The softly textured walls and carefully placed
lighting made the whole thing look like an expensive hotel. Everything was way above Rigel’s
standard. Ean couldn’t even begin to calculate the cost of the fittings.Even so, the ship had a
military feel. It didn’t help that the staff wore gray uniforms piped with black, and that every single
one of them walked straight and upright. They all noticed Ean, and he could see that they filed
whatever they had noticed for future reference.Michelle led the way quickly through the center of
the ship to a room that looked like an office on one end but housed a comfortable set of three
couches at the other.One man was in the room. An older man. He looked up as they entered.
“Misha. I found you your ten.”Misha was an affectionate form of Michelle, used among close
friends generally. So this man—who wore the gray-and-black-piped uniform everyone else did—
was a close friend.“I found us a ten, too,” Michelle said. “And I bet he didn’t cost as much as
yours did.”The uniformed man looked at him, and Ean was suddenly aware that he hadn’t
showered for more than two days, that his Rigel-cartel greens were sweaty and crumpled, and
that he needed a shave.“This is Abram,” Michelle said. “He runs security and pretty much
everything else.”Abram counted the bars on Ean’s chest. “A genuine ten?”“I couldn’t kill him.”“So



you hired him instead?”“I didn’t hire him,” Michelle said, and her smile showed the full brilliance
of the generations of genetic engineering that had made it, plus a dimple that same genetic
engineering had probably tried to wipe out. She placed her card on the reader and brought up
the contract. “I bought him.”Abram read the contract, then nodded slowly. “That would upset
Rigel.”Ean thought it time to get back some control. He was a ten, after all. “If it’s all right with
you.” He had to stop, because his voice came out thin and thready. He cleared his throat, and
was glad the second attempt came out more strongly. “I haven’t had time to clean up. I didn’t get
a chance to collect any clothes.”Abram looked at Michelle, who shrugged. “Rigel will send his
things on.”Abram switched to Lancastrian. “We don’t all have personal servants who have things
packed in five minutes, Misha. His effects are unlikely to arrive before we leave.”“I’ll replace them
then.” Michelle spoke Lancastrian, too. “I’d like that. He has a good figure under those stinking
clothes.”“And so like you to know that already.” Abram sighed and switched back to Standard. “I’ll
get someone to show you a cabin and get you some clothes,” he told Ean, pressing a button on
the screen as he did so. “Our other ten will be here at 19:00. We leave when she arrives.”An
orderly in a gray-and-black uniform appeared at the door.“Take Linesman”—he looked at the
contract—“Lambert down to Apparel and get him a standard kit. I’ll organize a room for him while
you do.” He looked at Ean. “We eat at 20:00. I’ll have someone call you.” He half turned away,
hesitated. “Your voice. Is that normal?”“Just strained.”“Take him via the medical center.”“Yes,
sir.”Ean followed the orderly in silence. Abram was the sort who’d look up Ean’s record as soon
as he could. He—they—owned the contract now. Nothing was private to them. That little slip with
the language wouldn’t happen again.The orderly—a tall, willowy woman who looked to be a little
younger than Ean and whose name above the pocket said RADKO—was polite, but not truly
friendly. Even so, she took time out to show Ean various parts of the ship. “Mess hall down there,”
she said. “Officers generally eat with the crew. Unless they’re invited upstairs, of course.” She
looked sideways at him and for a moment Ean thought she was going to ask what rank he was.
“Main lift well. Although most of us use the jumps, of course.”It was a well-run ship. The lines
were clear and steady, their song bright and joyful in Ean’s mind. Unusually, line one was the
strongest. This was a crew who worked well together and looked after one another and their
ship.Or almost joyful, Ean amended. He could hear a slight off tone in line six. It was only minor,
but it jarred because everything else was so perfect.“And this is the off-duty area,” the orderly
said. Ean thought, from her tone, that it wasn’t the first time she’d said it.“Sorry.”“Officers have
their own bar up on the fourth.”The bar on fourth was one bar Ean wasn’t likely to end up in. He
wasn’t even sure he would end up in this one. Which left him precisely where? Stuck in his room,
probably, given that they weren’t on-selling his contract immediately.“Here’s Apparel.” The
orderly seemed glad to have arrived.Ean stripped and stepped into the cubicle, where a grid of
lights started at his feet and moved upward, building a perfect model of him. They didn’t have
tailoring modules in the Oldcity slums. The first time he’d ever stepped into a cubicle like this had
been ten years ago, when he’d started at House of Rigel. He hadn’t known what to do. Rigel had
had to show him.When he stepped out, the orderly said, “Your kit will take twenty minutes. I’ll



bring them over to your cabin when they’re done.”So at least he had somewhere to stay. “If you
don’t mind.”“Of course not, sir.”The “sir” was new, and as she led the way back to the newly
allocated cabin, Ean thought he knew why. The soldiers’ quarters—and he couldn’t help but
think of them as soldiers—were comfortable, but they were a marked contrast to the luxurious
quarters that Lady Lyan—whichever lady she was—inhabited. Somehow, Ean had scored
himself a cabin on the luxurious side of the cruiser. Some tens would accept that as their right.
Rigel’s people might be trained to handle it, but he—Rigel’s only ten—had never experienced
it.“I’ll get your clothes, sir,” the orderly said, and loped off.Ean left the door unlocked and went
into the fresher. Michelle was right. He did stink. He soaped up, letting the needles of water wash
the stink away. Eyes closed, thinking of nothing but the bliss of the warm water, the song of the
ship flooded into his mind, still with that slightly off tone on the sixth line. Ean hummed a
countermelody under his breath, trying to coax the line straight, but it was no use. Humming
didn’t work. He had to sing it.The orderly was waiting when he came out, the freshly woven
clothes in a neat pile in front of her. Standard issue included underclothes and shoes, Ean was
glad to see. She handed him an outfit.“Thank you. You don’t have to wait on me.”“Of course not,
sir. But there’s still the medic.” She pointed to a uniform placed apart. “That’s the dress uniform.
You’ll be wearing that tonight if you’re dining with Lady Lyan and Commodore
Galenos.”Commodore Galenos being the casually introduced Abram, Ean presumed. “Thank
you,” and he smiled his appreciation. “I know nothing about uniforms, ranks, and what to
wear.”The orderly smiled back. “I didn’t think you did, sir.”Ean was sure she didn’t mean it as an
insult.“The medic’s expecting you. To look at your voice and to check you over. He’s already
called to see where you are.”“Let me put these on first.” Ean took the clothes into the bedroom.
He had a separate bedroom, which he was sure wasn’t standard military practice. He dressed
quickly. His uniform was gray with the characteristic black piping. The only decoration was a tiny
cloth badge woven into the pocket on his left chest and the name—LAMBERT—above it. Ean
didn’t count the bars on the badge, but he knew there would be ten. It was a total contrast to the
pocket of his companion, which was covered with badges.He came out, and the orderly left at a
fast walk. Ean followed. “Radko. That is your name?”The orderly glanced back. “Yes, sir,” she
said.Ean wished she wouldn’t keep calling him sir. “Thank you for all this, Radko.”“Just doing my
job, sir.” But she smiled and somehow the atmosphere seemed lighter as they made their way
through the corridors to a well-equipped hospital. It was worrying that a ship this size needed a
hospital so equipped. What was this ship?The medic was waiting for him. “At least you’ve
cleaned up some,” he said, as he made Ean strip his freshly donned clothes and lie down under
the analyzer. “I hear you stank when you came on board.” He held up a hand to stop any
comment—not that Ean had been going to make one. “Nothing travels faster than shipboard
gossip. Not even a ship passing through the void.”“Even on a military ship like this?”“Especially
on a military ship like this.” Which confirmed, once and for all, what type of ship he was on. Ean
wished he’d taken more notice of politics suddenly. He didn’t want to end up in the middle of a
battle.“What happened with the voice?” the medic asked.“My own fault. Too much—” It sounded



so lame. “I was singing.” He wondered how the other ship was going. It had probably moved on
by now. Ships didn’t stay in port any longer than they had to.“Hmm. Let me see you breathe.”For
the next ten minutes, he peered into Ean’s throat, X-rayed it, and finally gave him a drink of
something warm. It soothed as it went down.“The miracles of modern medicine,” the medic said.
“We can tailor your genes so that your voice is deep or high, but we still can’t fix a strained
larynx. Although”—he paused— “if it’s truly damaged I can replace it with a synthetic one.”Ean
shuddered.“I thought not. If you continue to sing like that, maybe you should take some lessons
on breathing and voice control. Have you been trained?”Ean shook his head. Rigel had paid for
lessons on how to speak with a faultless Standard accent, but there hadn’t been any voice
training with it.“So you won’t use your voice so badly that you strain it again, will you.” It was an
order.“No, sir,” Ean said meekly, and the medic let him go.Radko escorted him back to his rooms
and left him there.He had two hours until dinner. Ean set the alarm on his comms—it wouldn’t do
to be late—then kicked off his boots and lay down on the bed.He couldn’t sleep. The off tone on
line six buzzed into his brain and set his teeth on edge. After ten minutes he sat up, then stood
properly—he wasn’t going to be able to do this sitting down—got himself a glass of warm water
from the sink in the bathroom, took a deep breath, and started to sing.The line responded
immediately. This was one beautifully tuned engine. It didn’t take long. When it was done, Ean
flopped back across the bed and didn’t hear anything more until the increasingly loud, persistent
beep of the alarm dragged him out of heavy sleep a hundred minutes later.TWOEAN
LAMBERTFOR A MOMENT, Ean lay there and thought about staying in bed.The alarm beep
grew louder, and he realized it wasn’t the alarm at all but the comm. He pressed receive.Abram’s
face came up. “Ean. Formal dinner tonight. Did Radko show you what to wear?”Should he stand
to attention? What rank was a commodore anyway? The hell with it. He’d been introduced as
Abram, Ean would keep on thinking of him as Abram until told otherwise. He wasn’t a soldier.
“Yes, thank you. The uniform with the thinner piping and the fancier shoulders.”Abram smiled
faintly. “That would be it,” he agreed, and clicked off.Ean dragged himself out of bed. He had
seven minutes to get ready. If Abram thought it important enough to tell him what to wear, then
he probably shouldn’t be late. He showered in three, only wondering afterward whether showers
were rationed on ship, shaved again—maybe he should depilate if he was going to be here
awhile, a lot of spacers did—and dragged on his second new uniform for the day. Then there
was only time for a quick comb-through of his hair—thankfully, combs were part of the standard
kit, too—and he was out the door with two minutes to spare.He almost ran into Abram.Michelle
joined them at the lift. She wore a close-fitting midnight blue silk slit skirt that emphasized more
success of the genetic engineering of body shape—and probably hours spent daily in the gym—
plus a more-than-close-fitting white crop shirt that stretched across her chest, so fine it really
didn’t hide the breasts underneath, so short that as Michelle lifted her arm to work herself into
the matching blue silk jacket she carried—also close-fitting—she exposed five centimeters of
muscled abdomen.“I can’t believe you’re wearing that,” Abram said.“This,” Michelle said with
dignity, “is the height of fashion for both men and women.”“For a formal dinner?”The genetically



enhanced smile flashed again. “At least three other people will be wearing shirts like this. Bet?”
She held up a hand.Abram’s palm met hers. “I don’t know why I’m so stupid,” he said.The lift
stopped.They stepped out into a room of richly dressed people and were instantly swamped.
Rigel would love this. It was what he’d lived for, what he’d trained his people for but had never
managed himself. At least, not at this level.Ean saw two minor royals who’d been in the vids, a
politician from Ganymede whose name he couldn’t remember, and so much military braid he
could have set up his own private navy. There had to be a hundred people in the room, probably
more. Hadn’t Abram said they were departing into space at 19:00 hours? He could hear from the
ship lines that they had, so where had all these people come from?How big was this ship
anyway?The glitterati wanted to talk to “Lady Lyan.”Ean slipped away. This was a lot of people
calling Michelle Lady Lyan. Which meant that this woman really was one of the Emperor’s
children. Or that he, Ean, was right in the middle of planning for one of the biggest political
conspiracies of the century. Or that there were a lot of gullible people out there. Get them far
enough away from the center of power, and they’d believe anything.There weren’t many
Lancastrians. Michelle, Abram, himself, plus three more men in uniform talking together over
near the drinks table, watching their arrival. One of them said something quiet to the others, then
made his way across. He’d be lucky to talk to Michelle right now. He’d be better waiting until the
scrum had quieted.But the soldier angled off and came straight to Ean.“Linesman Lambert.”This
close, it was easy to see his rank. The ship’s captain. Like everyone else on board, he had a
veritable pocket of badges. The name above the pocket said HELMO.“Yes.” What could the
captain want with him?“Nobody touches the lines on my ship except my crew.”He could argue
that technically he was part of the crew. “Line six was off.”“We were aware of that. We were
taking steps of our own to fix the problem.”They’d been taking their time about it. He thought
about apologizing, but the captain didn’t give him time. “Keep out of my lines,” and turned and
walked away.That was one person he hadn’t impressed. Ean collected a drink from a passing
server and turned to survey the crowd. No one else came near him. He wasn’t sure if it was the
uniform—one richly dressed man handed Ean his empty glass—or if it was just that there were
really only two centers of conversation. Michelle, of course, and a woman in a long blue silk
dress that from a distance was almost the same color as Michelle’s.The woman’s glossy brown
hair was piled on top of her head in an elegant bun. Her green eyes were made up as a blue-and-
green piece of art. A butterfly. With red spots. The red color was picked out again, shiny and
glossy on her lips. She looked like a princess dressed up for a gala occasion. Then she moved
and Ean recognized her.Rebekah Grimes, from the Sandhurst Cartel. Sandhurst Cartel was the
prime supplier of linesmen, known for their quality and service. They had twelve known tens at
last count, and Rebekah was the best of them. Abram must have gone straight to the top. How
much had he paid?Ean moved closer.“Just came in from the confluence,” she was saying as he
got close enough to hear her. He didn’t hear the murmured reply, but when Rebekah answered,
“You cannot imagine,” Ean thought it might have been about the glory of the confluence.“And
how do you feel about this mission?” He was close enough now to hear the other speaker, a



swarthy woman with so much gold jewelry he was amazed she could hold her arm up to take a
sip of her drink.“Excited,” Rebekah said. “Delighted to be part of it. Happy to be working with
people like this.”So she knew more about it than he did.“And the other ten? You have worked
with him before? Out at the confluence, maybe?”“Other—” For a moment, Rebekah looked
disconcerted. Ean was glad she didn’t know everything. She recovered quickly. “I have worked
with most tens.”Not this one, she hadn’t. She probably didn’t even know who he was.Ean
normally worked alone. Rigel had no one to pair him with, but jobs involving tens were usually
single anyway. No one could afford two tens. He didn’t often get to talk to other people of his own
level. Not only that, this was Rebekah Grimes. He could learn a lot from her. He felt a flutter of
anticipatory pleasure. Please let Michelle not on-sell his contract until they had finished this
job.The woman with the gold bracelets handed her empty glass to Ean. He reached for it with a
sigh. It was the uniform. Plain and unadorned. This wasn’t how he wanted Rebekah to see him—
as a servant.Michelle, whom Ean hadn’t even seen come over, plucked the glass out of the
woman’s hand just before Ean touched it and passed it back to a real server. Radko. Ean looked
around. There were more soldiers here than he realized—and most of them were carrying trays.
No wonder she thought he was the hired help.Radko smiled at him.“Governor Jade.” Michelle
picked up two full glasses. She handed one to the gold-adorned woman, and one to Ean. “So
you’ve met both our tens.”Ean quietly slipped his other, half-finished glass onto Radko’s tray as
well.“Ean Lambert.” Rebekah sounded as if she’d swallowed a lemon. She nodded regally and
half turned to talk to Michelle and the governor. It seemed accidental, but the turn placed her so
that her body was facing away from Ean.She knew him. He made himself smile. “Rebekah.” If
she didn’t want to talk to him, then he didn’t want to talk to her. He nodded to the other woman.
“Governor.”The governor had obviously decided to ignore her faux pas. She nodded graciously
back. “So what do you think of our project, Linesman?”Rebekah’s smile was almost
condescending. “This is your first real job, isn’t it, Ean? Until now, you’ve been doing odd jobs, or
so I hear. You haven’t been anywhere near the confluence.”His jobs had been challenging lately.
He smiled at the memory of his last job. He’d done well. He knew that. But it was interesting that
the foremost linesman knew what he’d been doing.“Linesman?”Ean smiled at the governor.
“Honestly?”“Honestly.”“I don’t know enough about the job to have an opinion yet,” and thought he
imagined the warm approval in Michelle’s blue gaze.“And so you should think that,” said one of
the men who’d come over with Michelle. He was in uniform—although Ean couldn’t pick the world
—and had been one of the first to swarm them when they’d stepped out of the lift. “It’s
dangerous. We don’t know what we’re playing with here. We shouldn’t even touch it.”“That’s why
we have the linesmen,” Michelle said smoothly.“And didn’t one of your linesmen get killed
recently.”Michelle’s lips tightened.“That was nothing to do with the ship,” Abram said, close
behind Michelle as usual. “That was something else altogether.”“Still. It shows that we’re
meddling in something we’re not supposed to be. Blow it up, I say. Get rid of the damn thing
before it kills any more of us.”They had found something. Ean tingled with expectation. It might
not be the confluence, but it was new and unknown.“But Admiral,” said Governor Jade. “Think



what we can learn from it.”“Every crackpot in the universe will be thinking of that as soon as it
becomes public knowledge.”If the representatives gathered in this room were anything to go by,
everyone knew about it anyway.Whatever “it” was. Since lines nine and ten were only used to
travel through the void, and Abram and Michelle had recruited level ten linesmen, it was likely to
be a ship. But what kind of ship could generate such a gathering of VIPs?“It’s a warship,” the
admiral said. “Will Redmond or Gate Union stay away once they know?”The three major political
groups—Gate Union, Redmond, and the Alliance—had been on the brink of war for years now.
In the ten years Ean had been at Rigel’s, he had seen the balance of power shift subtly, but
surely, away from the old power, the Alliance, toward the other two groups. Over the past six
months, he’d also had to fix a lot of warships, many of them built in the last twenty years.Gate
Union, in particular, was becoming quite powerful. The union had started out as a loose
affiliation of worlds that had agreed to monitor and assign void jumps—after all, no one wanted
to jump cold, that was deadly. They made up a network of sector “gates,” tracking each ship,
controlling their passage through. These gate worlds had become the major trade routes
because all jumps went through their controllers. Fifty years before Ean had been born, they had
formalized that loose affiliation into a political entity. Gate Union.A lot of the cartels were covertly
pro–Gate Union. The cartel houses were close to the gates—after all, the big money came from
lines nine and ten—and the nines and tens were all on the ships that jumped through the
void.Ean realized, suddenly, that the Alliance had to be worried about that. Control the void, and
you controlled shipping.“That’s why we are here,” Michelle said. “To prevent Gate Union or
Redmond getting anywhere near the ship. To protect and claim what is ours.”The gong chimed
for dinner then, and huge doors slid open at one end of the room. “Admiral, Governor,” and she
walked in with them to the formally set dining tables now exposed.Rebekah swept in behind
them.Ean waited until most of the others had moved in, then followed. Thankfully, another
orderly was there to seat him. He was placed at a table halfway down. If Rigel’s ranking lessons
made any sense, that meant that he was halfway up the pecking order. Rebekah was at a table
nearby; Michelle was at the top table, and Abram at the second table. Michelle’s table was a riot
of richly dressed color. Abram’s table was all uniforms and fancy braid.The woman on Ean’s right
wore a Balian uniform. He recognized it from the Picasso, which had been the first military ship
he’d ever worked on. A massive warship, it had also been the first big ship he’d worked on. He
had no idea of her rank, though, or her age. She was slender and looked fit, and her skin was
flawless, but her eyes looked ancient, and the fingers that reached out to pick up her glass
looked more like claws than hands.The man on his left was a civilian. And Michelle was correct.
The skimpy, see-through shirts were in fashion—for both men and women. Unfortunately, they
required a perfectly sculpted body underneath, and this man was carrying some flab. The shirt
hid nothing, and showed a roll of fat at the bottom.“So what do you think of this ship they found?”
the civilian asked.Ean forced himself to look at the man’s face. He probably couldn’t afford one
anyway, but he was never going to buy a shirt like that. He fell back on the answer he had given
before. “I don’t know enough yet to think anything.”The soldier on his right nodded. The military



seemed to like his answers, at least.“But you must have an opinion,” the civilian insisted. His
eyes were unnaturally bright, and his breath smelled of wine.“Not really.” Ean’s voice was going
again. He took a mouthful of the wine in front of him. What he really wanted was some warm
tea.The soldier laughed. “Give it up, Tarkan,” she advised. “He’s one of Lady Lyan’s men. Of
course he’ll be discreet.”Tarkan was a formal title used on the three Gaian worlds. Rigel’s
etiquette coach had covered that much. The man was a landowner and a parliamentary minister.
And if a Tarkan could end up halfway down the dining room, who in the worlds was on the higher
tables?“Admiral Katida,” the soldier said, holding out her hand to Ean.“Ean Lambert.” They shook
hands. He didn’t add a title. They already knew he was a linesman.“I know,” she said, making
him wonder momentarily if he had said it out loud anyway. “You worked on one of our ships. The
Picasso. The captain was very pleased with your work. He’d had it in three times in three trips
before that. Hasn’t had to take it in since.”Maybe he should ask her captain to put in a good word
with the captain on this ship. Ean smiled at her, and she smiled back. Her smile was more than
warm, it was sizzling and held an invitation. She held his gaze until he had to look away. Right
now, he needed another drink. This sort of thing didn’t happen to Rigel’s people.Eyes lowered,
he looked back to the Gaian on the other side. Naturally, he saw the shirt first, and raised his
eyes a second too late to be really polite. He could feel the color rising in his face.The Gaian
smiled at him and pulled in his stomach muscles. He held out his own hand in turn. “Tarkan
Heyington.” His hand clasp was warm and a little too long.“Delighted.” Ean had to rescue this
conversation somehow. He indicated the tables. “It’s a diverse mix of worlds,” he said. “Did
everyone send a representative?” He thought that topic was safe enough.“Every single member
of the Alliance,” Admiral Katida said. “Lady Lyan has done a remarkable job.” She grimaced, and
added, “I am glad I am not in charge of keeping this particular ship safe. If anything happens to
us, it will start a galaxy-wide war. Lady Lyan has guts putting us all together like this. I’ll give her
that.”Ean thought of the harmless-looking freighter he had seen in the viewscreen. It didn’t
appear to have much protection. “People must have seen you arrive,” he said. He’d probably
seen some of them himself yesterday, on the long walk from the primary landing site to the carts.
You couldn’t hide that many ships, especially not ships carrying high-ranking government and
military dignitaries.“Of course people saw us arrive,” Tarkan Heyington said. “We’ve been on the
vids all week. But who would dare stay away from the party celebrating the impending nuptials of
Emperor Yu’s oldest daughter to Yu’s close personal friend, Sattur Dow. Not I. I wouldn’t dare.”It
was rumored that Sattur Dow owned half the galaxy. Ean didn’t know if the rumors were true. He
did know Dow was a hard man, not someone he’d want his daughter to marry.When Ean had
been a boy—almost too young to remember but everyone in the slums remembered this—Sattur
Dow had bought up Settlement City for the mining rights. He’d given the inhabitants two days to
leave. On the third day, he’d sent in a demolition crew with explosives. By nightfall, a city that
once held half a million people was a pile of rubble. The influx of refugees to Ean’s home district
had caused turf wars that had lasted years.“Nor would anyone else here refuse to come to the
wedding,” Heyington said. “Except the daughter, of course. Who, rumor has it, is not happy about



it at all. So—according to rumor again—she decided to take off and study the confluence,
hoping that her father will get over this latest foolishness like he did last time.”Which solved,
once and for all, the question of whether Michelle was one of the legitimate or illegitimate
offspring.“So are we going to the confluence?” Ean asked. Please let them be. He wanted so
desperately to go. He’d just never have imagined Lancia would be the world to get him there.“Of
course not,” Katida said. “Telling everyone she’s studying the confluence gives her an excuse to
get some tens. That’s why we’re here. There are four cartel houses on this planet.”Rigel’s was
the smallest and most insignificant, and Sandhurst wasn’t one of them.“But—” Tarkan Heyington
held up a hand to forestall Ean’s next question. Not that he had one. “The Emperor is determined
this time. If the daughter won’t come to him, then he will go to the daughter, and all of us will go
with him.” He shook his head admiringly. “Like the admiral said, she’s got guts. Right under
everyone’s nose.”Ean looked around the room. “So are you all here for the ship or are some just
here for the wedding?” And was Michelle actually getting married or not? There would be some
guests you had to invite to the wedding—like Yu’s grandmother, former Emperor Consort Jai—
but he couldn’t see her among the dignitaries, and based on her reputation, you wouldn’t want
her on a secret mission either.“Oh no,” Katida said. “Every single person here is handpicked for
this mission.”Except him, but he didn’t tell Katida that.Ean glanced up at the head table, to where
Michelle was laughing with Governor Jade. The woman he had met today didn’t look the sort
who would come up with such a complex conspiracy. Or maybe she could. She’d been prepared
to kill for revenge. Which was typical of a Lancastrian, even down to planning it out. “So when
does the Emperor arrive?”“Tomorrow. But we’ll be gone by then.” The Tarkan waved an
expansive hand, nearly knocking Ean’s wine over. “Sorry,” as Ean rescued his glass. “At least,
we’d better be. I’m sure he doesn’t want that particular wedding to happen any more than his
daughter does.”“Sattur Dow wouldn’t mind,” said another admiral from farther down the
table.Ean pondered the mix of people on board as he listened. If Gate Union took this ship out,
the Alliance would lose a large number of high-ranking soldiers and politicians in one swoop. He
hoped that Abram, who Michelle had said was responsible for security, was good at his job.Even
so, how long could it stay a secret? “People will suspect something.” There were too many
dignitaries, too many soldiers, for people not to notice.“Haven’t you been watching the vids?”
Tarkan Heyington asked.“I’ve been a little busy.” He hadn’t seen the vids in months.“He’s a ten,
Tarkan,” Katida said. “He has better things to do with his time.”“Should still watch the vids. Best
indicator of public sentiment around. And driver of it. But I suppose a linesman doesn’t have time
for politics.”Ean shrugged.“Let me give you some advice.” And the Tarkan leaned close.
“Linesmen do play politics. Especially the higher levels.” He leaned even closer, so that their
arms were touching. Ean could feel the warmth through the jacket of his formal uniform. He
managed not to lean away. “That’s why I’ve heard of that woman over there”—he inclined his
head toward the table Rebekah was at—“while I’ve never heard of you, whom the admiral’s
captain is so taken with. It’s not how you do the job, it’s always about how you play the
people.”Rigel had believed something similar. It hadn’t got Rigel anywhere.The Tarkan laughed.



“Look at his face, Admiral. He doesn’t believe us.”“There’s a lot to be said for someone who
thinks doing a good job is the only thing that’s required.” Katida sounded wistful. She gripped
Ean’s other arm. “Hang on to your delusions as long as you can.”It was time to rescue the
conversation again.He gently disentangled himself from them both on the pretext of taking
another mouthful of wine. “So what—” His voice had mostly gone again. He took a second
mouthful. “So what will the vids do when the Emperor arrives and finds us gone?” It was bizarre
to talk about an undertaking like this in terms of how the media would react. Shouldn’t they be
discussing how Gate Union and Redmond would react?“Well, the ones who predicted it will say
they knew she’d run all along. The others will dig up something.”“Predicted it?”“Public sentiment
is 70 percent for her running, 25 percent against,” Katida said.“And the other 5
percent?”“Undecided.”He’d seen opinion polls himself, but he’d never been intimately involved in
one like this. That made it different.“Getting that 70 percent was hard,” the Tarkan said. “I tell you.
I thought we’d be stuck at 50 for a while. Many people thought she’d stay to face her father.”“So
you—” It was time for another mouthful of wine. Ean took a bigger gulp than he meant to.The
man on the Tarkan’s left—another civilian—leaned forward. “Don’t let him convince you he did it
on his own. We all contributed.”“But 20 percent is a big swing.” Ean thought it was safe
conversation. Everyone liked praise.The Tarkan snorted. “It was more like 50 percent altogether,”
he said. “It was only the last 20 that was hard.”It was appalling, but it was impressive. There had
to be a better way than ruining one woman’s reputation to get a group like this together in
secrecy. Not that Ean had ever thought of the Lancastrian royal family as having a good
reputation. He would probably have been one of the cynical 30 percent who’d believed the bad
news already. Or was that 25 percent?“What will you do if we find nothing?” All this secrecy, all
this expense, for a ship no one knew anything about.“That ship destroyed three Alliance ships,”
Katida said. “If the only thing we find is the weapon they used to do that, then it’s worth it.”Ean
had worked on a lot of military ships in the last six months. Gate Union, Alliance, Redmond. The
ships were the same, give or take a few features.The second-to-last ship he’d worked on had
been a warship. The captain had met him personally and escorted him first to engineering,
where line ten was holding together with little more than a thread, then up to the bridge, to the
Captain’s Chair, where what Ean thought of as the brain of the lines resided.Not that his trainers
agreed with that. They were simply lines of energy, they had reminded him, and attributing a
brain to any component meant that he would never be able to fix them properly because he
couldn’t treat the whole thing as a constant line of energy.Captain MacIntyre of the GU
MacIntyre had been proud of his ship, which had been the first of the newly designed
honeycomb models from the factories at Roscracia. After Ean had finished repairs, they had
dined together, and after that, MacIntyre had given him a tour. He’d explained in detail how the
honeycomb design allowed each sector to be quickly shut off and isolated in the event of a hit; of
the titanium-bialer alloy that each sector was built from that could withstand the direct hit of a
million-terajoule bomb; and how parts of the engineering section—inside the central honeycomb
—were duplicated outside of it and could take the power from the shuttles so there was no single



point of failure except for the lines, which were in the exact center of the ship, with multiple layers
between them and the surface.MacIntyre had been convinced no one could destroy his
ship.Either Alliance ships were a lot weaker than their Gate Union equivalent, or this new ship—
which Ean still knew nothing about—was a degree of power greater than anything known. The
way Katida said “destroyed three ships” implied deliberate destruction in a military sense. Ean
looked around the room again, at the sea of uniforms and everyone discussing the find with
animated expectation.Were they going to war?He was glad the next course arrived then. It gave
him time to chew in silence and think.There were ten courses. Small serves, but Ean was still full
by the fifth. The people around him seemed to take it as their due. No wonder the civilians
tended to be on the plump side.The military, with a few exceptions, were more in shape. He had
known an old soldier in the Lancastrian slums, so skinny his bones showed through translucent
skin, who claimed to have been dismissed from the military for being overweight. At the time,
Ean hadn’t believed it—Old Kairo was so thin that, even as a boy, Ean had been able to encircle
his skinny wrist with his forefinger and thumb—but now he wasn’t so sure.Conversation drifted
on to other things. What it was like to be a linesman? He didn’t know what it was like to not be.
Had he ever had a crazy ship? No, although privately Ean wondered if the last ship he had
worked on might have been if it had been let go much longer.The talk switched from there to
general talk about crazy ships. Strathcona, whose crew had gone insane. Davida, a military ship
Ean hadn’t known about. “Her captain saved his crew, then disappeared into the void with her,”
Katida said. And of course, the infamous liner Balao, who had killed her passengers and crew by
jumping with the lines wide open—or so it was commonly believed—subjecting them to the
terrors of the void, so that they all died of fright.Some people still believed it was sabotage.“Now
that is one weapon I’d like to have,” Admiral Katida said. “Whatever it is that turns those
ships.”The casual way she said it gave Ean the shivers. “You don’t believe they truly did go
crazy?”“They’re ships. Machines. A piece of equipment went faulty.”Ean bet the captain of the ill-
fated Davida would have disagreed with her.He disagreed with her.Lines had . . . “personality”
was the only word Ean could think of to describe it. He remembered one level-two apprentice
who had accompanied Kaelea on a job and fallen afoul of the ship’s cook. Kaelea swore the
apprentice had done nothing wrong, that the cook had attacked him unprovoked. Whatever the
cause, after the incident, line two hadn’t worked properly in that ship’s galley. Since line two
controlled heating and cooling, the galley had been unbearable for weeks. The chef had blamed
the apprentice, but Ean thought the boy had been too traumatized and too inexperienced to do
anything. After Rigel’s ineffectual attempts to fix the problem—and even he had enough
linesmen to fix level two—the cook had resigned. The ship had never had any problems with line
two since.Katida must have seen something in his face, for she said, “Crazy is only a term
because no one has a real explanation for the technicalities.”The man seated beside Tarkan
Heyington—who was also a Tarkan, Tarkan Reynes, only more soberly dressed—put in with a
laugh. “You won’t convince him, Admiral. He’s a linesman. They believe all ships are alive. Same
way they believe all ships are female.”“Female ships are an old tradition,” Katida said. “Brought in



two hundred years ago to appease Redmond. The lines alone know why. Look where it got
us.”Reynes laughed again. He had a comfortable laugh. “Why they wanted it, or why we wanted
to appease Redmond?”“Both. We spent two hundred years pandering to them, and they still kick
us in the teeth by allying themselves with Gate Union.”People at the main table stood then,
which signaled a general rise.Ean joined the movement up and followed his dinner companions,
wishing he’d paid more attention to politics. The people here were seriously concerned about
Gate Union and Redmond. Yes, Gate Union was powerful around the gate worlds, but Redmond
wasn’t even a threat, at least not on its own. It was just a group of old-world planets that had
been powerful in the early days of the expansion but had since regressed to secondary worlds.
Maybe it was just their alliance with Gate Union that made people talk about them as a threat
now.Reynes joined him then, and said quietly, “You heard of the fire at Chamberley?”Who
hadn’t? The biggest lines factory had been wiped out. New lines were coming in late. Every
linesman had heard of it.“An earthquake destroyed Shaolin last week. That’s not common news
outside this ship yet.”For a linesman, there was only one thing at either Shaolin or Chamberley.
Line factories.Ean had seen them on the vids. They were vast spaces, filled with massive vats,
so large that workers used carts to drive around them. Over each of the vats was a grid full of tiny
holes a millimeter wide, spaced at fifty-millimeter intervals. A thin layer of line compound was
squirted onto a grid, which was then slowly raised. As the line material thinned, the nutrient in
the vat created an energy flow between the two ends. A line.Ean had just spent all night talking
about political alliances. Chamberley was allied with Gate Union. Shaolin had been neutral. If the
two sides went to war, all the lines coming out of Redmond now had to hurt the Alliance.“So that
leaves—” The old factories in the Redmond cluster as the only providers of lines for the
foreseeable future. Plus the new one Redmond was building that everyone said was a total
waste of money because Chamberley and Shaolin held the market. “An
earthquake?”“Apparently,” Reynes said. His face and voice were expressionless, but Ean could
still see the cynicism behind them.“Thank you.” For taking the time out to explain things to a total
ignoramus.Reynes smiled. “I’m sure you can repay the favor someday,” and moved on to talk to
someone else.That was what politics was about, Ean reminded himself. You give me something,
I give you something back. Even sexual favors—as Admiral Katida came to take his arm and
draw him much too close as she took him over to meet a circle of military guests.“This isn’t going
to go anywhere you know,” he said, patting her hand.She patted his hand back and didn’t
pretend to misunderstand him. “You’re a ten,” she said. “I sleep with every ten I meet.”Ean had
heard about people who slept with linesmen—simply because they were linesmen—but Admiral
Katida didn’t strike him as a person who needed to do that. He couldn’t stop a quick glance over
to where Rebekah Grimes was surrounded by a dozen people. Surely not.“Every single one of
them,” Katida said. “Except you, and the twins coming up at Laito Cartel.”At least she had some
standards. The twins had just turned seventeen, or so Ean had heard. “Because they’re so
young?”“Because no one’s sure yet whether they are tens or just talented nines. Admiral Varrn,”
to the man she had been pulling him toward. “Have you met the Lancastrian ten yet?”Ean



followed numbly.Varrn was a Caelum, with the genetically enhanced incisors made for survival
on the Aquacaelum worlds. He bared his teeth in a frightening smile. “Naturally you would
monopolize him first, Katida. Has she slept with you yet?”What could he say to that?“We were
just talking about it,” Katida said.Varrn’s neck seemed to fold into the muscle of his wide
shoulders and into his chin. He shrugged and showed his teeth again. He looked like a shark
wearing a dinner suit. “So what do you think of the alien ship, Linesman?”Ean fell back on his
stock answer. “I don’t know enough yet to have an opinion. I want to see it.”“If we can get close
enough without its killing us first. That’ll be your job.” Varrn turned away from him then. “An
earthquake at Shaolin, Katida. Aren’t many who could do that. Your people could.”Katida sighed
and flagged down a passing orderly with drinks. “Not of that magnitude, and not without leaving
a trace.”They all took drinks although Ean wasn’t sure he wanted one. He’d drunk more in this
one evening than he had in six months, and he wasn’t used to alcohol right now.Katida scowled
down at her glass. “Not a trace,” she repeated. “It could almost have been a natural disaster. I
wish I knew how they did it.”Varrn laughed a wheezing, shark laugh. “I am sure that by the end of
this year, you will know, and you’ll be using it on the Outlier worlds.” He then admitted, “Wouldn’t
mind the technology myself. Untraceable natural disaster. Be worth something.”Ean had a vision
of sudden catastrophic earthquakes happening all along the Alliance problem worlds. He almost
missed the tiny inclination of Katida’s head. A deal had been struck.These people dealt in big
deals.The rest of the night passed similarly. The initial polite conversation as two or more people
came together was mostly about the ship. If Ean was there, they’d ask him what he thought, and
he’d trot out his standard answer. Then the conversation would shift. To weapons or warfare or
worlds; and often ended with a nod or a handshake after some agreement Ean only partly
understood.Ean stayed with the uniforms. Rebekah stayed with the civilians. He did wander over
to talk to her once, but she moved away before he got there. Which could have been accidental
because he was sure she hadn’t been watching him, but the timing was about as coincidental as
the earthquake on Shaolin.He was disappointed about that. It would be good to talk with another
ten.Admiral Katida rejoined him. “I expect she’s not liking the competition.”
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Mary K. Swanson, “It's All About the Lines. I read all three of the Linesman books in less than a
week. What drew me forward was the evolving story of the ship lines and the development of
character relationships--a slow build toward understanding and trust that is completely different
from so many stories where people bond into a team for no perceptible reason.Political intrigue
is a theme, as well as developing self-confidence and strength. The main character is a classic
engineer/programmer/savant, completely immersed in his work, but is kind and caring when he
interacts with others.There are no sex scenes, but there are a couple of very slow burn
romances I enjoyed. The violence is not graphic, though it has an impact.Scenes and dialog are
well-written. There are very, very few copyediting issues, (none that I noticed), and the writing is
practically transparent. I love that. These books are all about story.As others have commented,
the female characters in this story are strong, whether they are good guys or bad guys. I was a
little surprised to find a future with emperors and planets on which women are merely partners to
men, but the narrative voice disapproved of those, so it didn't reduce my enjoyment.”

Jim McMullen, “Fascinating story, with a main character that might be on the spectrum. The idea
of “lines” as an integral part of a space ship is very interesting and I like how the authors have
explored how human and alien experiences would be changed by the concept... professionally,
personally, and politically. I get that the lines are metaphors. —I’m still figuring out what they are
metaphors for.While the concept of lines is what drew me to the book, the main character, Ean,
is what I find myself thinking about most. He is frustrating because he is incredibly passive. For
99% of the book he simply lets events and others dictate what happens to him. He only shows
true initiative once, in the middle of a firefight, to save his... friends? Crewmates? Hard to tell
because he doesn’t reach out to others. It is almost like Ean is written to be on the autism
spectrum. He doesn’t communicate well with people, or understand their motivations. He lives
inside his interests. He gets overwhelmed by certain types of stimulation. People around him
don’t understand him either - some pity him, some deride him, and some protect him. The truth
is, I don’t LIKE Ean’s character much,  but I can’t stop thinking about him.”

Doug, “It is well written and nothing so far jars the enjoyment of listening as the action unfolds. I
am really enjoying this book. The central character is building into a likeable hero (brought up on
the wrong side of the tracks, succeeds through raw talent, doesn't want to challenge the system)
and the backstory of the worlds is coming together. Something about the human aspect to this
story appeals without becoming mawkish. Technology is there but doesn't override the story and
individuals such as the soldiers and captain of the spaceship are not simple caricatures, but give
nuanced responses showing more of a depth of personality. It is well written and nothing so far
jars the enjoyment of listening as the action unfolds.I recommend for a pleasurable book without
excessive surprises or effort in reading.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Absolutely Brilliant. This book was introduced to me by Ilona Andrews so I
read the blurb and was immediately intrigued. I absolutely loved this book. The storyline is
captivating and the characters realistic. The main character Ean is very likeable. The story itself
has a lot of room for 'growth' so hopefully many story arcs will come out of this universe.”

nlondonhousewife, “Excellent trilogy. Loved this set of three books from start to finish. Excellent
world building, decent characters male and female, and great narrative”
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